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The key to social dynamics that Marx found in wealth and Freud in
sex, Bertrand Russell finds, convincingly, in power. When his
brilliant study first appeared in 1938 it was immediately seen to
bring a new order of comprehension into the ancient problems of
human government. He analyses the forms that power can take, the
limits and interactions of its different organs, the effectiveness of
ideas and moral codes in buttressing or undermining power, and,
finally, how power can, and must, be tamed today, when 'science
has made it inevitable that all must live or all must die*.
'The essential value of this most intelligent book is that it provides
us with a corrective against extremes.... I urge all those who at
this moment are suffering from defeatism to read this book carefully.
It appears to me to start at the point where many of us have aban-
doned political theory in despair. It provides a new hope.' harold
nicholson in the Daily Telegraph.
FREEDOM VERSUS ORGANIZATION,  1776-1914
Crown 8vo         $th impression, Library 255. net, U Book 75. 6d. net
With the American Declaration of Independence in 1776 the ideal
of freedom, both individual and national, seemed to have found a
new and permanent home. Yet by 1914, the year that ended an
epoch, liberalism had proved inadequate. In industry the pressure
was towards monopoly and increased organization, especially in
America^ while in Europe national freedom had swollen to anarchic
proportions. This book traces, with brilliant clarity, the interplay of
principles and practice. When it first appeared, as the second part of
a larger survey of political change, Bernard Shaw called it invaluable
*a History of Nineteenth Century Mentality by a First Rate Mind
... an oasis in a desert of Histories of Human Humbug*.

